Date: 6/12/2017

AP Company (3175, JP)
Exchange: TSE 1st
Sector: Foods/Restaurant
Market Cap: JPY6.9 billion
P/B: 1.9x (3/17 act)
Div. Yield: 0.0% (3/18 CE)

Recommendation: Hold
Share Price: JPY939 (6/9/2017)
Target Price: JPY1,001
P/E: 17.8x (3/18 CE)

Highlight
Metrical initiates coverage of AP Company as ‘Hold,’ The company has unique
business structure of Production/Distribution business of farm foods and fish
and Retail business of operating restaurant. Production/Distribution enjoys
high profit margin with soild growth, whereas Retail business is very likely to
be forced review its strategy, as its existing store sale suffers continuously
falling due to anemic consumer spending in Japan and unique presentation
and local chicken quality seem hardly differentiate from other competitors. In
terms of valuation, the share price seems to discount on EV/EBITDA and Sumof-the-Parts value. However, considering the earnings for FY03/2018 (E) and
for the mid-term based on continuing slower growth in existing store sale, the
share price would not recover to its fair values above. The share price would
stay the range based on correlation between EPS and share price from
FY03/2013 to FY03/2017 at this moment.

Business Description
AP Company was founded in 2001 as a venture enterprise of producing
eating-out outlet and opened chicken restaurant in Hachioji, Tokyo in 2004. In
2006 AP Company expands chicken farm in Miyazaki and opened see food
restaurant in Shinjuku, Tokyo. After it went public in TSE Mothers in 2016, the
business accelerated to operate chicken restaurant as ‘Tsukada Nojo’ brand
and operates 208 direct run outlets in Japan and 15 outlets in overseas as end
of FY03/2017. The sale is growing in both Production/Distribution and Retail
business, but profit is different as Production/Distribution maintains stable
profit margin whereas Retail suffers deteriorated profitability (see Charts ion
left).
‘Direct Farm to Consumer’ model
AP Company have been developing ‘Direct Farm to Consumer’ model in belief
that delivering quality of foods without vendors and distributers should
benefit to both of producers and retailers benefit. The model directly delivers
quality of foods to customers at its restaurant. AP Company is engaged in
directly connecting between farmers/fishers and customers at its eating-out
outlets, constructing network with producers in nationwide.
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Industry Overview and Competitive Positioning
Industry Overview
Japan’s eating-out market is estimated JPY25 trillion, growing slightly at 2.8%
YoY to JPY25 trillion for CY2016. Of the market, Bar Restaurant slid 9.2% YoY
for the same period and Pub & Beer Hall rose 1.3% YoY. For Bar Restaurant,
mainly due to the decrease of number of customers pulled down the sale, as
the number of customers fell 7.9% YoY and unit price lost 1.4% YoY (see
Table below).

Competitive Positioning
Porter’s 5 Forces: Production/Distribution
Eating out chain operators have tried to reinforce direct procurement with
food producers in order to secure volume and domestic foods. Particularly,
the trend of sourcing domestic foods is accelerating, as consumers are more
sensitive to safety as well as quality of foods. There have been a number of
food fraud scandals and chemical contaminated foods imported from China
and other countries for the decade. Domestic foods are more traceable and
likely to offer reliability to customers, even though they are higher priced than
imports. In this trend, some restaurant operators serve foods cocked by
mostly domestic material. However, due to weak consumer spending and
deflation, it is really difficult to switch to domestic foods, maintaining prices of
menu. Of public companies, Ringerhut (8200, JP), Mos Food (8153, JP),
Torikizoku (3193, JP), Osho Food (9936, JP) and Royal Holdings (8179, JP) are
serving cocked by mostly domestic food materials. They use domestic foods
for securing stable procurement in volume and price and attract to customers
in safety and quality. However, only a few companies have set up a subsidiary
in charge of production and distribution, but others have used contracted food
producers for direct procurement.
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Buyers (Low-Middle risk): Main buyer is AP company. In case AP company’s
Retail business increases sale, the operation of Production/Distribution will
expand its business led by high operation in volume and increase sale outside
AP Company more easily in economy of scale. Currently, Retail business
expands soft from 15 outlets in Japan for FY03/2017 to 7 outlets for
FY03/2018.
Suppliers (Low risk): Local farmers and fishers are organized by AP Company
that is in charge of marketing, building brand by advertising and serving foods
at its restaurants. This is benefit to suppliers and suppliers risk is marginal.
Competition (Low risk): As mentioned earlier, a limited number of companies
operate this business. The competition risk is low.
New Entry (Low-Middle risk): Organizing network with food producers on
contracted basis is not high barrier, as several eating-out chain operators uses
direct procurement from domestic producers. However, many of the names
(listed earlier) are fast food chain except Royal Host family restaurant run by
Royal Holdings. Production/Distribution of AP Company earns high profit
margin but this business requires a large number of outlets in enjoying
economy of scale as well as branding skills at restaurant. For fast food chain
that serves dishes quickly and reasonably low price, it would be enough only
direct procurement from contracted farmers but they do not need production
which would be costly for fast food or low priced Restaurant chain. The risk
would be low to middle at the moment.
Substitution (Low risk): Apart from the way of setting up Production base,
direct procurement is one of the best way of reducing procurement cost and
securing stable procurement for large restaurant operators. For farmers, key
issue is access to a buyer such as retailer or restaurant and marketing to
consumers. Production/Distribution business equips the both functions,
which would be appealing model to food producers. Substitution risk would
not be significant.
Porter’s 5 Forces: Retail
Retail business is consisted of restaurant and lunch box delivery. Lunch box
delivery is start-up stage but is expected to turn profit in this fiscal year, as
lunch box or food delivery drives earnings of many of eating-out outlets. Food
delivery is popular for busy business people in major city in the world such as
New York, London and Shang-Hai as well as Tokyo, and also is more likely to
become useful and increase demand for social change that women advance
work place in the decrease in labor population and senior population
accelerates in Japan. On the other hand, restaurant business is in highly
intensive competition. The number of outlets in overall eating-out industry
remained flat of down 0.1% YoY and that of Bar Restaurant fell 8.9% YoY for
CY2016 and is expected to increase soft led by the decrease in population.
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Besides, due to anemic consumer expenditure and continued deflation,
customers are more likely to use lower priced restaurant in general. AP
Company achieved excellent growth in its main brand restaurant ‘Tsukada
Nojo,’ serving quality of food cocked by domestic brand chicken provided
from its Production/Distribution and unique presentation. “Tsukada Nojo’
focuses on increasing frequent customers, offering hospitality to frequent
customer with unique presentation. This includes a welcome message plate
written by chocolate and giving a business card written title name in company
as ‘Shunin (Associate) at 1st time visit, ‘Kacho (Manager)’ at 2nd visit and
‘Bucho (General Manager)’ at 5th visit with special service by title. Due to such
unique presentation, quality of local chicken as well as TV reports, the store
sale boosted for FY03/2015. However, the sale has grown slower after
consumer confidence deteriorated amid consumption tax hike in April 2014
and deflation mind increased for a few years as the unit price per customer of
‘Tsukada Nojo’ is relatively higher at JPY3,500 than low price Bar chain of
JPY2,000.
Buyers (Middle risk): Amid continuing deflation and soggy real income
growth in Japan, customers are more likely to choose lower priced restaurant.
Existing store sale of AP Company remains stagnated at -5% for 3 straight
year in row. Buyers risk would be middle.
Suppliers (Low risk): Food materials are provided by mainly
Production/Distribution of AP Company. The suppliers risk is low.
Competition (Middle-High risk): AP Company diversifies restaurant band to
lower price range outlets such as ‘Yakitori-Standard,’ as lower priced Bar like
Torikizoku (3193, JP) and Kushikatsu Tanaka (3547, JP) keep solid growth in
existing store sale at +1.8% YoY and +1.4% YoY fiscal year to month
respectively. The competition risk is middle to High, while AP Company
projects existing store sale to grow -5% YoY for FY03/2018.
New Entry (Middle risk): ‘Tsukada Nojo’ targets relatively higher price zone
and less risk in entry, but for lower price zone restaurant the new entry risk is
high, as consumer need is higher for lower ranged zone and AP Company
diversify to lower priced restaurant.
Substitution (Low risk): Restaurant in each price segment should have a
certain demand for customers in need and price/service based. Customers use
restaurant that recognizes value compared with cost. Substitution risk is
marginal.
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Investment Summary
Business Outlook
Due to slower growth of existing store sale, the earnings are expected to slow
recovery after the bottom in FY03/2017. In mid-term view, the slower Retail
sale drags the earnings growth for the mid-term, while new store opening
increases modestly for the next few years and Production/Distribution
maintains stable profit.
Competitive Positioning and Risks
Production/Distribution has relatively lower risk with fewer competitors at
the moment, generating enough high profit margin. Conversely, Retail faces
difficulty in both in higher price range and lower price range markets. In
higher than average price segment, AP should develop differentiation as a
competitor expands 200 ‘Yamauchi Nojo’ of a kind of copied chain. In lower
price market, competitors look more advantageous in standardized chain
system.
Valuation
Due to recovery of profit and cash flow for FY03/2018 and the next few years,
the share price looks a little discount from the valuation. In terms of
EV/EBITDA and Sum-of-the-Parts value, the share price stays at lower than its
fair values as of closing price on June 9th 2017.
Financial Stability
Retail business outflows in its free cash flow, delaying cash collection after
investment in new store open. But the company projects the investment in
new store open to limit for a few years and this will improve profitability and
cash flows. Working capital is positive and financial stability has significant
issues for the time being.

Business Outlook
Existing Store Sale
Existing store sales softened -5.0% YoY for FY03/2015 and -5.7% YoY for
FY03/2016 and -5.7% YoY for FY03/2017 and remains soft sale of -6.8% YoY
in April and -6.9% YoY in May. METRICAL expects the existing store sale to
slide at 6.6% YoY for FY03/2018 (E) lower than company projection of -5.0%
YoY and improve to -4.9% YoY for FY03/2019 (E) and +0.9% YoY for
FY03/2020 (E), and new store to open 7 outlets for FY03/2018 (E) as same as
company projection, 3 for FY03/2019 (E) and 3 outlets in Japan for FY2020
(E). Some outlets opened in Central Tokyo performs bad and are very likely
closed down and more selectively to open new outlets from now in
profitability point of view. Due to sluggish existing store sale, total store sale
in Retail segment would grow slower pace without new store opening. The
sale in Retail for FY03/2018 (E) is expected to remain flat at -0.5% YoY but
would decrease more in case new outlets opens less than company projection
of 7. More importantly, we should watch carefully at existing store sale for a
year to find whether it resulted from a temporarily turmoil. A number of
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fast growing food chain operators experience suffering from respite after
rapid expansion, as humane resource has insufficient to provide to entire
outlets and hence quality of service deteriorates. AP Company recognized this
problem at the previous analyst meeting for 2Q FY03/2017, but the number
of store sale remains stagnated. It would take some time to find whether it is
respite or structure issue. If it is respite and solved the human resource issue,
the sale should go up in 2H FY03/2018. However, in my view and forecast is
not this and weak consumer confidence is a headwind on the ‘Tsukada Nojo’
that serves higher than average price restaurant while lower price range
restaurant is in intense competition (see Table below).

Company Outlook for Full Year FY03/2018
The company posted its full year outlook. Sale will be up 5.9% YoY to
JPY27,500 million and OP, RP and NP are expected to gain 107.4% YoY to
JPY650 million, 51.7% YoY to JPY800 million and 205.9% YoY to JPY380
million respectively.
METRICAL forecast for FY03/2018
Based on weaker existing store sale outlook than company projection, sales
and profits are likely to miss company forecast. Sales are expected to remain
flat at -0.1% YoY to JPY25,945 million and OP, EBT and NP are expected to
gain 72.4% YoY to JPY538 million, 42.8% YoY to JPY753 million and 131.2%
YoY to JPY287 million respectively (see Appendix). In case new store opens
more slowly, sales will decrease more but profits will improve further.
Mid-Term Outlook
For the mid-tem, the earnings are expected to continue recover slower, as
existing store sale assumes to grow at -4.9% YoY for FY03/2019 (E) and
+0.9% YoY for FY03/2020 (E) due to weak consumer expenditure and
continuing deflation mind in customers. Slower expansion of Retail business
might negatively affect to Production/Distribution business in economy-of
scale and marketing point of view, as solid growth in restaurant business such
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as ‘Tsukada Nojo’ will accelerate Production/Distribution in synergy adding
value to the farm products and increasing brand.

Valuation
The share price looks undervalued on EV/EBITDA and Sum-of-the-Parts value.
On the other hand, the share price has correlation with EPS since listed in
2013, although the observation is limited and p-value is not significant as 0.18.
Currently to figure out whether the earnings or existing store sale is
temporarily downturn, the share price has limited downside risk but also
limited upside potential at this time. Therefore, the share price is unlikely to
fully recover its fair value and hold range of reference price based on 85%
correlation with EPS at this moment.
EV/EBITDA
EV/EBITDA for FY03/2018 (E) is estimated to be 6.5x and will decline to 5.3x
for FY03/2020 (E) from 7.8x for FY03/2017 and 9.9x for FY03/2017 (see
Table below). If EV/EBITDA for FY03/2017 of 7.4x is applied on the
FY03/2018 (E) by METRICAL, the share price will be JPY1,249 a share.

Sum-of-the Parts Value
Sum-of-the-Parts (SOTP) value is business value of each business segment
that uses normalized EBIT, EBITDA and FCF from FY03/2013 to FY12/2018
(E), added to net cash and long-term investment securities and land. SOTP
value for FY03/2018 (E) is estimated to be JPY1,462 a share (45% discount of
closing price of June 9th 2017). SOTP value for FY12/2020 (E) is estimated to
be JPY1,750 a share 52% discount of closing price of June 9th 2017), as shown
table below.
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Correlation between EPS and share price
Correlation coefficient is 0.85 and highly correlate between EPS and share
price
Price, although p-value is 0.18 and small number of observation does not
indicate statistically well significant. According to the correlation, the share
price is expected to be JPY1,001 per share on the EPS for FY03/2018 (E) by
METRICAL.

Financial Analysis
Retail business outflows in its free cash flow, delaying cash collection after
investment in new store open. But the company projects the investment in
new store open to limit for a few years and this will improve profitability and
cash flows. Working capital is positive and financial stability has significant
issues for the time being (Please see Table below and Appendix).

Investment Risks
Industry competition (Very Likely, Middle Risk)
Competition within industry would be the most likely risk, as the competition
is getting intense in customers tend to be budget mind in slower real income
growth. Copied restaurant such as ‘Yamauchi Nojo’ operates more than 200
outlets and AP Company needs to show clear differentiation from others.
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Operational Risk (Very Likely, Middle-High Risk)
It would be normal slowing for FY03/2016 after surging store sale pulled by
TV reports. But the sluggish sale has kept on hold for more than 2 years. It
could be due to not only temporary issue. If this is the case, the problem
would be due to structure or operation/management. As mentioned above,
not a few fast-growing operators have faced standstill on shortage of
management in outlet led to lower quality of service. Human resource is the
issue and the company posted to cut overhead cost of JPY150 million for
FY03/2018. The resource should be allocated to retail outlet side, as Retail
growth is driver of the company in Production/Distribution business as well.
If it takes more time than company expected to solve the issue, it would be
likely that human resource is not secured well from now.

Aki Matsumoto, CFA
akimatsumoto@metrical.co.jp
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Appendix
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This report is for information purpose only and is based on current public information that we
consider reliable, but we do not represent it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied
on as such. Although we seek to update our research as appropriate, the contents may be different
from the most recent fact as the report is published at irregular intervals as appropriate. This research
is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such
an offer or solicitation would be illegal. It does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into
account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. The
price and value of investments referred to in this research and the income from them may fluctuate.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss
of original capital may occur. The author of this report is not in relation of serious conflict of interest
with the reported company.
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